Biofilm models are valuable tools for the design and evaluation of biofilm-based processes despite several uncertainties including the dynamics and rate of biofilm detachment, concentration gradients external to the biofilm surface, and undefined biofilm reactor model calibration protocol. The present investigation serves to (1) systematically evaluate critical biofilm model assumptions and components and (2) conduct a sensitivity analysis with the aim of identifying parameter subsets for biofilm reactor model calibration. AQUASIM was used to describe submerged-completely mixed combined carbon oxidation and nitrification IFAS and MBBR systems, and tertiary nitrification and denitrification MBBRs. The influence of uncertainties in model parameters on relevant model outputs was determined for simulated scenarios by means of a local sensitivity analysis. To obtain reasonable simulation results for partially penetrated biofilms that accumulated a substantial thickness in the modelled biofilm reactor (e.g. 1,000 μm), an appropriate biofilm discretization was applied to properly model soluble substrate concentration gradients and, consistent with the assumed mechanism for describing biofilm biomass distribution, biofilm biomass spatial variability.
INTRODUCTION
A mathematical biofilm model has been included in a majority of available wastewater treatment plant simulators that are used by practising engineers who seek to plan, evaluate, optimize, and/or design biofilm-based wastewater treatment processes. Practice based biofilm reactor modelling approaches typically use a one-dimensional (1-D) representation of the biofilm (see Wanner et al. () for details). While there is agreement that a 1-D biofilm model is suitable (for most applications) when describing biofilm reactor performance, there are different modelling approaches and calibrate biofilm models. Both aspects are discussed in more detail below.
Attachment and detachment processes: The rate at which particles attach and detach from a biofilm has a marked impact on modelling results. In a modelling study, Morgenroth & Wilderer () demonstrated that overall reactor performance and biofilm structure are significantly influenced by the mode of detachment. However, both biofilm attachment and detachment process mechanics are poorly understood; therefore, approaches to modelling these processes may have limited reliability and robustness when describing a biofilm reactor. Most heterogeneous 1-D biofilm models used in engineering practice (see Boltz et al. (b) for a comprehensive list) describe the rate of particle attachment (r at ) as a first-order process that is dependent on an attachment rate coefficient (k at ), bulk-liquid particle concentration (X i ), and biofilm area (A F ). Given the current state of science, experimental data is required to evaluate existing models, and develop and validate improved mathematical relationships describing the fate of particulate matter in biofilm reactors.
Steady-state biofilm models assume a constant biofilm thickness (L F ) and are applied under the premise that biofilm growth is balanced by a combination of internal loss (e.g. decay and hydrolysis, or endogenous respiration) and detachment. Consequently, detachment may not be modelled explicitly. However, the dynamic simulation of biofilms (and biofilm reactors) requires the inclusion of an explicit detachment model despite rather limited mechanistic understanding. Some rate expressions have been summarized by Morgenroth & Wilderer () and Morgenroth () . Rate expressions applied to practice-oriented models have been summarized by Boltz et al. (b) . The rate and category (i.e. abrasion, erosion, sloughing, and predator grazing) of detachment can have a significant influence on biofilm structure and, therefore, reactor simulation and performance (Morgenroth ). Kissel et al. () stated that problems inherent to biofilm detachment modelling include a poor understanding of fundamental (biofilm detachment) process mechanics and the inability to predict exactly at what location inside the biofilm that detachment will occur. Biofilm detachment location is important when taking into account the distribution of a heterogeneous biofilm throughout a reactor either by combining multiple 1-D simulations or by 2-D or 3-D modelling (Morgenroth et al. ) .
Biofilm structure: Mixed-culture biofilms that develop in combined carbon oxidation and nitrification biofilm reactors may be generally characterized by the spatial distribution of microorganisms throughout the biofilm. This spatial distribution is referred to as the biofilm structure for the remainder of this paper. In these biofilms the faster growing heterotrophic bacteria tend to exist predominantly in biofilm locations near the bulk-liquid and biofilm interface. These heterotrophic bacteria overgrow autotrophic nitrifiers and establish a stratified biofilm (perpendicular to the growth medium) in which the nitrifiers exist deeper inside the biofilm (Zhang et al. ; Okabe et al. ) . As a result, heterotrophic bacteria have more direct access to substrates and macronutrients diffusing from the bulk liquid into the biofilm, but the bacteria are also more susceptible to detachment from the biofilm surface. The experimentally observed spatial distribution of heterotrophic and autotrophic bacteria in a mixed-culture biofilm growing in a combined carbon oxidation and nitrification biofilm reactor has been described by mathematical models of biofilms (Kissel et al. ; Wanner & Gujer ; Rittmann & Manem ) . In heterogeneous 1-D biofilm models the observed spatial distribution of bacteria is described as a series of layers, which also describes the spatial distribution of soluble substrates. A homogeneous biofilm biomass distribution reduces the competitive advantage of heterotrophic bacteria that exists in a heterogeneous (layered) 1-D biofilm model, as heterotrophic and autotrophic bacteria are evenly distributed throughout the biofilm and have direct access to both substrates and macronutrients diffusing from the bulk liquid into the biofilm. A homogeneous biofilm biomass distribution can be modelled by introducing an artificial diffusion of all particulate compounds (Elenter et al. ) . This approach allows using a series of layers for describing substrate gradients within the biofilm while maintaining an even distribution of particulate compounds throughout the biofilm.
External mass transfer boundary layer: Biofilms growing in virtually all full-scale biofilm reactors are subject to some degree of substrate concentration gradients external to the biofilm surface (Lewandowski et al. ) . Concentration gradients external to the biofilm surface are not explicitly simulated in 1-D biofilm models. Rather, the reduction in concentration of any substrate is modelled as a mass-transfer resistance, R L (¼L L /D aq ). The external mass-transfer resistance, R L , is primarily dependent on biofilm reactor bulkliquid hydrodynamics; therefore, the impact of R L may be accounted for by using empirical correlations (Wanner et al. () -see Table S4 in the supplemental material hosted at http://www.iwaponline.com/wst/06404/0709.pdf). A realistic description of hydrodynamic effects is ultimately dependent on an accurate estimate of the mass transfer boundary layer (MTBL) thickness, L L . In addition, the MTBL is a mechanism that establishes a link between the 1-D biofilm model and the bulk-phase compartment, and allows the use of a 1-D biofilm model to describe a biofilm reactor. Therefore, L L is an important facet of biofilm-reactor models that may have a substantial impact on biofilmreactor model results and, consequently, process design. While observing a submerged fixed-bed nitrifying biofilm reactor, Zhu & Chen () observed an increase in ammonium flux with a corresponding increase in Reynolds number. The researchers described changes in ammonium flux as a function of varying hydrodynamic conditions by means of a mass transfer resistance external to the biofilm -an increase in ammonium flux was associated with a decrease in the MTBL thickness. Brockmann et al. () had to adjust the MTBL thickness to fit experimental data of a pilot-scale biofilm reactor for deammonification to model results using parameter values previously estimated in laboratory-scale batch experiments.
Diffusivity coefficients. Soluble substrates are transported into biofilms by advection and molecular diffusion. Molecular diffusion is generally considered the dominant mechanism (Zhang & Bishop b) . The effective diffusion coefficient value varies for different solutes (Stewart ) . Typically, the diffusivity of a solute inside the biofilm is less than that in water because of the tortuosity of the pores and minimal biofilm permeability. Consequently, an effective diffusivity must be applied when using a mathematical biofilm model. Commonly, a value that is 80% of the solute's diffusivity in water (i.e. D aq ¼ D F /0.8) is applied when modelling biofilm reactors (Wanner et al. ) . Several studies have shown that diffusivity inside the biofilm decreases with biofilm depth (Zhang & Bishop b; Beyenal et al. ; Beyenal & Lewandowski ) . Decreasing diffusivity with increasing biofilm depth can be attributed to increasing density, decreasing porosity, and decreasing permeability with depth (Zhang & Bishop a, b) . Despite variability in the effective diffusion coefficient value, a single and constant effective diffusion coefficient value is typically used for each solute considered in biofilm models to reduce model complexity.
Parameter estimation and model calibration
Parameter estimation is a serious concern for practitioners who seek to use steady-state and/or dynamic biofilm models to describe biofilm-based processes in full-scale municipal wastewater treatment plants because most parameter values cannot be measured directly in full-scale treatment facilities (Brockmann et al. ) . In addition to stoichiometric and biokinetic parameters also used in activated sludge models, parameters exist for describing external and internal mass transfer as well as the biofilm itself. A majority of parameter values in modern process models (e.g. those described by Henze et al. ) have a substantial database that serves to define a relatively narrow range of values that are applicable to a majority of municipal wastewater treatment systems (see Hauduc et al. ) . Existing biofilm models are relatively insensitive to changes in a majority of the biokinetic parameter values described by Henze et al. () within the range of reported values. However, exceptions exist. In some cases, the mathematical description of processes consists of variable, or lumped, parameters. These parameter values are often system specific and subject to significant uncertainty, and account for an incomplete mechanistic description of the simulated process.
Systematic identification of parameter subsets that require definition for biofilm model calibration has been the subject of recent investigations by Smets et al. () used ad hoc expertbased trial and error approaches to calibrate biofilm process models by manipulating system specific parameters related to attachment, detachment, and biofilm thickness (Sin et al. ) or by adjusting the 'assumed biofilm thickness' and incorporating an assimilative denitrification reaction (Bilyk et al. ) . All identification and biofilm reactor model calibration efforts were based on bulk-phase measurements, but only Sin et al. () used measured characteristics of the biofilm. Such adjustments to system specific biofilm and biokinetic parameters in order to match observed data may not produce a properly calibrated model that is capable of describing a variety of design conditions for a WWTP. Suffice it to say that a reliable and transparent description of recommended approaches for the application and calibration of biofilm models is required for the models to gain general acceptance and understanding, and be subject to consistent effective use in engineering design. Protocol defining methodology for sampling, testing, evaluating and applying data to mathematical biofilm reactor models is required. Such systematic calibration protocol exists for activated sludge models. Sin et al. () presented a critical comparison of different calibration protocols. These protocols have many similarities that are applicable to biofilm reactor models including goal definition, data collection/verification/reconciliation, and validation. The major differences between the protocols reported by Sin et al. () are related to the sample measurement campaign, influent wastewater characterization test methodology, and parameter subset selection and calibration. These are areas of the existing systematic calibration protocols that will almost certainly be aggravated when creating a systematic protocol for the calibration of biofilm reactor models. When compared to a suspended growth reactor, additional tests will certainly be required to characterize the physical attributes of a system having both suspended biomass and biofilm compartments. In addition, mathematical biofilm models have more parameters than activated sludge process models. In order to have a timely and cost effective systematic approach to calibrating biofilm models, parameters related to the biofilm compartment must be estimated from bulk-phase measurements.
The goal of this paper is to present (1) a systematic evaluation of biofilm model components and critical assumptions, and (2) a local sensitivity analysis with the aim of identifying parameter subsets for biofilm reactor model calibration. The influence of factors such as biofilm thickness, organism distribution over the thickness of the biofilm, MTBL thickness, the effect of mixing conditions (completely mixed vs. plug-flow conditions), wastewater temperature, diffusion coefficients, and biokinetic parameters were evaluated using the simulation software AQUASIM.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Biofilm and kinetic model
A 1-D biofilm model was implemented using AQUASIM (Reichert ) . The modelling study included state variables describing soluble (S) and particulate (X ) matter. The process, kinetic, and stoichiometric model was based on Activated Sludge Model No. 3 (ASM3) as described by Henze et al. () , but storage of readily biodegradable substrate was not modelled. Two types of methanol degrading heterotrophic organisms (X M1 and X M2 ) were included in the model to describe tertiary denitrification using methanol as the supplemental carbon source. A complete list of state variables, stoichiometric parameters, kinetic parameters, biofilm parameters, and transformation rate expressions are listed in Tables S1-S5 in the supplemental material (http:// www.iwaponline.com/wst/06404/0709.pdf). Biofilm detachment was modelled using two different approaches: (1) a user defined (fixed) biofilm thickness that is maintained by balancing growth and loss, and (2) using two functions describing the rate of detachment (
Both modelling approaches maintained a constant biofilm thickness, L F . The rate of biofilm detachment may change depending on the assumed biofilm biomass distribution since the rate of growth and loss (in this case by endogenous respiration) is dependent on local substrate availability and environmental conditions. Biofilm fragments were assumed to detach from the biofilm surface; therefore, preferential detachment is considered for the heterogeneous (layered) biofilm biomass distribution (i.e. bacteria growing at the biofilmliquid interface detach from the biofilm surface and enter the bulk of the liquid). Substrate concentration gradients external to the biofilm were modelled as a mass transfer resistance using the concept of a MTBL with thickness L L . Results reported for all but one of the models describe partially penetrated biofilms (i.e. the rate-limiting substrate is exhausted before reaching the growth medium; therefore, the biofilm is not biomass limited). The tertiary nitrification MBBR (with a biofilm thickness of 67 μm) was biomass limited, or completely penetrated.
Simulations
Municipal wastewater treatment scenarios that are commonly the subject of full-scale process design and evaluation were modelled including combined carbon oxidation and nitrification, tertiary nitrification, and tertiary denitrification. The submerged, completely mixed biofilm reactors are described as continuous flow stirred tank reactors (CFSTRs) analogous to moving bed biofilm reactors (MBBRs). In addition, an integrated fixed film activated sludge (IFAS) process for combined carbon oxidation and nitrification was modelled. Influent wastewater characteristics and reactor configurations are defined in Table 1 . The influent wastewater characteristics were developed based on selected references and authors' experience with the simulation and design of these processes. The influent wastewater flow rate for each case modelled was 35,000 m 3 /d. Reactor configurations were defined based on (1) design criteria presented by Boltz et al. (a) and McQuarrie & Boltz () , describing combined carbon oxidation and nitrification MBBR, tertiary nitrification MBBR, and tertiary denitrification MBBR, and (2) a requirement that less than 1 mg methanol/L remained in the tertiary denitrification MBBR effluent stream. IFAS process design was created based on author experience, which has been presented to a certain extent by Kim et al. () . Steadystate simulations were run for 20 W C unless otherwise stated, a representative annual average day temperature. Table 2 provides a summary of the different modelling scenarios used to quantify the impact of changes in biofilm thickness, biofilm structure, MTBL thickness, mixing conditions, temperature, and model parameter values in general. A homogeneous biofilm structure was modelled by introducing an artificial diffusion coefficient of all particulate compounds (Elenter et al. ) . The value of the diffusion coefficient for particulate compounds was assigned a great enough value to guarantee that no significant gradient for these particulate compounds could develop over the biofilm thickness. The influence of parameter values (scenario VI) was analysed based on local sensitivity analyses at 20 and 12 W C. The local sensitivity analysis approach used is described in more detail below. defined uncertainty ranges of the parameters, the local sensitivity analysis linearly extrapolates the impact of a small change in the parameter value to the uncertainty range of the parameter. Local sensitivity analyses were carried out for the base scenario altering the parameters in incremental steps defined by 1% of their default value. A sensitivity measure δ was calculated from scaled sensitivity values that include information on a reasonable range (i.e. the uncertainty range) of the parameters (Brun et al. ):
Local sensitivity analysis
where Δp j represents the uncertainty range of the parameter p j , sc i is a scale factor, and n is the number of model outputs considered. A large δ means that a change of Δp j in parameter p j has a substantial impact on the considered model output(s). Model parameters were assigned to three uncertainty classes according to Brun et al. () . In this study, sensitivity analyses were only carried out for parameters from uncertainty classes 2 and 3. Parameters from uncertainty class 1 were not considered for sensitivity analysis due to their low uncertainty (or 5% of the default parameter value) when compared to uncertainty classes 2 and 3. The uncertainty range of parameters from uncertainty class 2 is 20% of the default parameter value, and 50% for parameters from uncertainty class 3. Studied parameters and their uncertainty ranges are given as supplemental material http://www.iwaponline.com/wst/06404/0709.pdf.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Benchmark simulations
The influence of biofilm thickness (scenario I), biofilm structure (scenario II), MTBL thickness (scenario III), mixing conditions (scenario IV), temperature (scenario V), and specific parameter values (scenario VI) were evaluated, as summarized in Table 2 , for the different reactor configurations described in Table 1 . Table 3 lists results for the combined carbon oxidation and nitrification MBBR simulations (i.e., configuration A), Table 4 lists results from tertiary nitrification MBBR simulations (i.e. configuration B), Table 5 lists results from tertiary denitrification MBBR simulations (i.e. configuration C), and Table 6 lists results from IFAS process simulations (i.e. configuration D).
Biofilm thickness (scenario I): Model results obtained from simulating a submerged and completely mixed combined carbon oxidation and nitrification biofilm reactor (e.g. the MBBR described as configuration A in Table 3) indicated that the nitrate (S NO3 ) and slowly biodegradable organic matter (X S ) concentrations remaining in the effluent stream were less when the biofilm was thicker (e.g. L F ¼ 2,000 μm). In contrast, the readily biodegradable organic matter (S S ), ammonium (S NH4 ), and di-nitrogen (S N2 ) concentrations remaining in the effluent stream were less when the biofilm was thinner (e.g. L F ¼ 200 μm). As the bulk-liquid S NO3 and S N2 concentrations are a measure of denitrification, it follows that denitrification rates were greater when the biofilm was thicker. In systems with thinner biofilms (e.g. L F ¼ 200 μm), denitrification was inhibited by the presence of oxygen, or limited by the availability of substrate or biomass. In addition, the hydrolysis of X S to S S was limited by the available mass of non-methanol degrading heterotrophic bacteria (X H ) in thinner biofilms (e.g. L F ¼ 200 μm). Thus, the biofilm thickness had an impact on denitrification in the biofilm and the extent of hydrolysis. Greater S S and S NH4 concentrations remaining in the effluent stream of the simulated MBBR with thicker biofilms (e.g. L F ¼ 2,000 μm) resulted from increased hydrolysis of X S to S S and dissolved oxygen limited aerobic conversion processes. Bulk-liquid substrate concentrations and substrate fluxes did not vary with biofilm thickness according to the tertiary nitrification and tertiary denitrification MBBR model results (as described by configurations B and C) (see Tables 4 and 5 ). The model results are in agreement with experimental observations reported by others. Okabe et al. () observed for an autotrophic nitrifying biofilm that dissolved oxygen diffusing into the biofilm was depleted approximately 150 μm from the biofilm surface, ammonium and nitrite were both converted to nitrate within 100 μm of the biofilm surface, and ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) were densely present inside 100 μm (from the liquid-biofilm interface). Similarly, Schramm et al. () observed dense populations of AOB and NOB in the upper and aerobic 100 μm (from the liquid-biofilm interface) of a nitrifying biofilm. Horn & Hempel () observed for both autotrophic and heterotrophic biofilms that oxygen was depleted within 100-200 μm of the liquid-biofilm interface. Therefore, it may be deduced that for aerobic conversion processes, such as nitrification, biofilm thicknesses greater than approximately 200 μm do not influence substrate concentrations (remaining in the effluent stream) and substrate fluxes as only the upper aerobic part of the biofilm will substantially contribute to the conversion processes. However, when aerobic and anoxic conversion processes are desirable in the same biofilm, biofilm thickness has a distinct impact on substrate concentrations (remaining in the effluent stream) and substrate fluxes. In thin, yet partially penetrated, biofilms (e.g. L F < 100-200 μm), primarily aerobic conditions will prevail where thicker biofilms (e.g. L F > 200 μm) are able to sustain the development of both aerobic and anoxic zones. Therefore, if simultaneous nitrification and denitrification are desired in a single-stage biofilm reactor then the reactor should be operated in a manner that promotes the development of thicker biofilms (e.g. L F > 200 μm). In contrast, if a low ammonium concentration (remaining in the effluent stream) is desired, then operating conditions that promote the development of thin biofilms (e.g. L F < 100-200 μm) are desirable to ensure that biofilm surface area and dissolved oxygen penetration inside the biofilm are simultaneously maximized.
Simulations were carried out describing a 2,000-μm thick biofilm to evaluate the influence of biofilm discretization on model results when assuming that a heterogeneous 1-D biofilm structure is described as a series of parallel layers. Specifically, the models were used to quantify the impact that a different number of layers would have on simulation results. Modelling combined carbon oxidation and nitrification in a MBBR and discretizing the 1-D biofilm with relatively few layers (i.e. 10 layers) resulted in lower carbon and ammonium fluxes and a higher denitrification rate when compared to results from a model in which the 1-D biofilm was discretized with a greater number of layers (i.e. 60 layers) ( Table 3) . The difference in model results can be explained by the poorly approximated substrate and biomass gradients over the biofilm depth when dividing the biofilm into relatively few layers. The numerical methodology typically used to calculate a concentration gradient, or gradients, in 1-D biofilm models that discretize the biofilm into a series of layers (having an equal thickness) results in a straight line between the midpoints of each layer. As such, consider an extreme in which a 1-D biofilm model consists of only one layer. The concentration profile would be a straight line, which differs substantially from the curved reduction typical of biofilms. Therefore, when simulating thick mixed-culture biofilms with a low discretization (e.g. 1,000-μm thick biofilm with 10 layers resulting in 100-μm thick layers), the user must be aware that the biofilm model will likely not properly reflect substrate and, consequently, biomass gradients in the biofilm, and accurate system simulations will not result. Discussions held during the WWTmod 2010 (Monte Sainte Anne, Canada) biofilm modelling workshop suggested that it was a typical practice of 'industry' professionals to decrease the number of layers (e.g. to three to five) when modelling a heterogeneous 1-D biofilm. Generally, this measure was taken to reduce simulation time. As demonstrated with the series of layers (in this study having equal thickness) approach and supporting model results presented in this paper, the use of too few layers may impair such a model's ability to generate accurate results. The following section on biofilm structure describes conditions in which the loss of spatial resolution will in fact impair model ability to generate accurate results. After comparing model results no significant variation in bulk-liquid substrate concentrations or material fluxes were observed from the two different biofilm detachment modelling approaches that were applied in this study. Both modelling approaches maintained a constant biofilm thickness, L F . The rate of detachment changed depending on the assumed biofilm biomass distribution since the rate of growth and loss (in this case by endogenous respiration) is dependent on local substrate availability and environmental conditions. Model results can be reviewed for the combined carbon oxidation and nitrification MBBR, tertiary nitrification MBBR, and tertiary denitrification MBBR in Tables 3-5, respectively. Biofilm structure (scenario II): Simulation of combined carbon oxidation and nitrification in mixed-culture biofilms (configuration A) assuming a homogeneous biofilm biomass distribution resulted in significantly different simulation results for effluent S NH4 , while all other concentrations predicted by the model, including ammonium flux, were not significantly affected when compared to simulation results from a model that assumed a heterogeneous biofilm biomass distribution (Table 3 ). In contrast, the biofilm biomass distribution did not affect simulation results in a submerged and completely mixed biofilm reactor such as a tertiary nitrification MBBR (Table 4 ) and tertiary denitrification MBBR (Table 5 ) (configurations B and C). Elenter et al. () stated that a heterogeneous (layered) 1-D biofilm model overpredicted the negative impact of heterotrophic bacteria overgrowing autotrophic nitrifying bacteria. However, it has been observed experimentally that mixed-culture biofilms in combined carbon oxidation and nitrification bioreactors primarily consist of heterotrophic bacteria near the bulk liquid and biofilm interface while autotrophic nitrifiers tend to exist closer to the growth medium (Okabe et al. ) . This observation has led to the biofilm being discretized as a series of layers in each of the heterogeneous 1-D biofilm models in this study. () used this experimental observation to explain why the heterogeneous (layered) 1-D biofilm model was underpredicting ammonium flux while the homogeneous 1-D biofilm model had the ability to describe observed ammonium flux well in an experimental submerged biofilm reactor operating with conditions similar to the hypothetical tertiary nitrifying MBBR described in Table 1 .
The assumption of a homogeneous biofilm biomass distribution does not explicitly account for the impact that spatial variability has on modelled flux value(s). However, the autotrophic nitrifiers are exposed to a greater dissolved oxygen concentration as they are allowed to develop closer to the bulk-liquid and biofilm interface. On the other hand, the nitrifier concentration is 'diluted' as a result of being distributed throughout the entire biofilm thickness. In effect, the relative abundance of biofilm entrained organism(s) is the same throughout the biofilm depth. For this reason, one can mathematically model the influence that (primarily soluble) organic matter will have on the modelled ammonium flux by assuming either a heterogeneous (layered) or homogeneous biofilm biomass distribution. A 1-D biofilm model, independent of the assumed biofilm structure applied to the simulations (i.e. heterogeneous or homogeneous biofilm biomass distribution), that properly accounts for competition inside the biofilm will negate the impact that biofilm thickness has on modelled substrate flux values when simulating a partially penetrated, or thick, biofilm. Essentially, the 'active' aerobic portion of the biofilm (which extends into the biofilm from the liquid-biofilm interface) will be defined by rate-limiting substrate availability (e.g. dissolved oxygen or ammonium). The depth of its penetration into the biofilm will have the most significant impact on the extent of activity. Increasing biofilm thickness beyond the rate-limiting substrate penetration depth will not increase flux. Rather, inert material will accumulate near the biofilm-growth medium interface, or anoxic/anaerobic processes will occur.
MTBL thickness (scenario III), mixing conditions (scenario IV), and temperature (scenario V): Concentration gradients external to the biofilm surface, which has been modelled as an external mass transfer resistance (scenario III), have a substantial effect on modelled substrate flux values. The general trend is an increasing substrate flux with decreasing MTBL thickness due to the increased substrate concentration at the liquid-biofilm interface and resulting increased driving force. Increasing the MTBL thickness from 0 to 100 μm resulted in an ammonium flux (J NH4 ) decreasing 6, 5, 7, and 16% for configurations A, B, C, and D, respectively. Alternatively, increasing the MTBL thickness from 0 to 100 μm resulted in the flux of readily biodegradable organic matter (J S ) changing 19, 9, 11, and 85% for configurations A, B, C, and D, respectively. To place the changes in perspective, varying MTBL thickness from 0 to 100 μm resulted in S NH4 decreasing 175, 238, 8, and 160% for configurations A, B, C, and D, respectively, while the same change in MTBL thickness resulted in S S varying 200, 175, 280, and 0% also for configurations A, B, C, and D, respectively. Uncertainty imposed (when using biofilm models to describe biofilm reactor performance) by variability in MTBL thickness has been well documented by Boltz & Daigger () . These results agree with those presented by Zhu & Chen () , who observed that the ammonium flux in a nitrifying biofilm reactor significantly increased with decreasing MTBL thickness.
Increasing the number of completely mixed, submerged biofilm reactors-in-series (scenario IV) improved the simulated system removal efficiency, and resulted in lower effluent substrate concentrations for S S , S NH4 , S NO3 , and S M . The observed behaviour is in accordance with reaction kinetics through equally sized reactors-in-series (e.g. Rittmann & McCarty ) . Temperature (scenario V) not only affects biochemical transformation (including growth and endogenous respiration) rates but also the diffusivity of any soluble substance. Carbon oxidation, nitrification, and denitrification efficiencies decreased with decreasing temperature. The increase in soluble substance diffusivity was accounted for by applying a temperature dependence relationship to the diffusion coefficients (Table S4 in the supplemental material, http://www.iwaponline.com/wst/ 06404/0709.pdf). Low temperatures (e.g. 12 W C) influenced nitrification to a greater extent than carbon oxidation and denitrification in the modelled biofilm reactors. In addition to submerged, completely mixed biofilm reactors for different wastewater treatment scenarios, a combined carbon oxidation and nitrification IFAS system was also modelled (configuration D). The simulation results are summarized in Table 6 . The mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration was approximately 2,800 g m À3 . In the IFAS process, organic carbon was primarily oxidized by non-methanol degrading heterotrophic bacteria in the suspended growth compartment. Only 2% of carbon oxidation took place in the biofilm, resulting in a higher ammonium flux (when compared with the combined carbon oxidation and nitrification MBBR). The rate of nitrification in the combined carbon oxidation and nitrification MBBR (configuration A) is less than that observed in the IFAS process, as autotrophic nitrifiers must compete with non-methanol degrading heterotrophic bacteria for space in the biofilm and for the electron acceptor, namely dissolved oxygen.
Sensitivity analysis -specific parameter values (scenario VI)
Sensitivity measures δ for biokinetic and biofilm parameter values are presented in Figures 1 and 2 for IFAS and three municipal wastewater treatment scenarios based on MBBR technology. Results presented in Figure 1 are for 20 W C and in Figure 2 for 12 W C. The sensitivity measure δ was calculated for each parameter based on sensitivity values for S NH4 , S NO3 and S S concentrations, and sensitivity values for fluxes of ammonium, nitrate, soluble organic substrate in combined carbon oxidation and nitrification MBBR (configuration A), tertiary nitrification MBBR (configuration B), and combined carbon oxidation and nitrification IFAS (configuration D) processes. For tertiary denitrification (configuration C), δ was calculated based on sensitivity values for bulk-liquid nitrate, soluble organic substrate, and methanol concentrations, and sensitivity values for fluxes of nitrate, organic substrate, methanol and di-nitrogen. The parameters having the most substantial impact on model results depend on the treatment system under study and the selected model outputs. For combined carbon oxidation and nitrification, μ H and K S,H had a large influence on bulk-liquid concentrations and fluxes through the biofilm surface pointing to a large influence of carbon oxidation on nitrification due to competition between heterotrophic and autotrophic organisms inside the biofilm (Figure 1 ). This is in agreement with the findings of Wanner & Gujer (), who demonstrated that autotrophic nitrifier activity in a combined carbon oxidation and nitrification biofilm is highly influenced by the activity of heterotrophic organisms. The MTBL thickness and dissolved oxygen diffusion coefficient affected model results and show that dissolved oxygen supply is critical. The dissolved oxygen rate limitation in aerobic biofilms has been illustrated with a variety of dissolved oxygen profile measurements which demonstrate that dissolved oxygen is commonly depleted within the upper 100-200 μm of the biofilm (Horn & Hempel ; Okabe et al. ). For tertiary nitrification, the MTBL thickness had the greatest impact on bulk-liquid concentrations followed by the diffusion coefficient for dissolved oxygen (which is typically the rate-limiting substrate for nitrification). Similar results were obtained in a global sensitivity analysis that evaluated two-step nitrification in a biofilm (Brockmann & Morgenroth ) . Denitrification in a tertiary biofilm reactor model is primarily driven by the MTBL thickness and the methanol diffusion coefficient (an external carbon source which is typically the rate-limiting substrate for denitrification). Biofilm models describing a combined carbon oxidation and nitrification IFAS process were primarily impacted by the biokinetic parameters μ A , μ H , k H , and K S,H and the MTBL thickness. Diffusion coefficients had a minor impact on model results. At 12 W C model results for the combined carbon oxidation and nitrification IFAS process simulation were extremely sensitive to changes in the parameters μ A and K O2,A (Figure 2) . Independent of the biofilm system under investigation, the MTBL thickness markedly influenced model results for each of the three biofilm systems evaluated in this study (configurations A, B, and C). The dissolved oxygen diffusion coefficient significantly impacted model results when describing aerobic biofilm systems. Similarly, the methanol diffusion coefficient impacted model outputs when describing a denitrification biofilm system. Dissolved oxygen and methanol (or another external carbon source) are typically the rate-limiting substrate in tertiary nitrification and tertiary denitrification biofilm reactors, respectively. The MTBL thickness and aforementioned diffusion coefficients are important biofilm model parameters. Generally, these parameter values are succeeded by biokinetic parameters pertaining to the dominating organism species inside the biofilm, which is typically the slowest growing organism species when modelling IFAS processes.
CONCLUSIONS
• Biofilm discretization has a considerable impact on simulation results, especially when simulating mixed-culture biofilms having appreciable concentrations of different bacteria. Biofilm discretization (number of layers) should be chosen such that the biofilm model W C (Scenario VI). For combined carbon oxidation and nitrification, tertiary nitrifications, and IFAS, δ is given for bulk concentrations of ammonium, nitrate and organic carbon (together), and fluxes of ammonium, nitrate, organic carbon, and oxygen (together). For tertiary denitrification, δ is given for bulk concentrations of nitrate, organic carbon, and methanol (together), and fluxes of nitrate, organic carbon, methanol, and di-nitrogen.
appropriately reflects internal substrate and biomass gradients. A failure to properly discretize the biofilm may result in erroneous model results.
• Both benchmark simulations and sensitivity analyses have shown that model results are strongly influenced by the MTBL thickness (L L ). An accurate description of soluble substrate concentration gradients external to the biofilm surface is critical to obtaining accurate simulation results from a biofilm (reactor) model. Additional research is needed to develop a protocol/procedure for the determination of the MTBL thickness for different biofilm reactor (and media) types and system configurations. W C (Scenario VI). For combined carbon oxidation and nitrification, tertiary nitrifications, and IFAS, δ is given for bulk concentrations of ammonium, nitrate and organic carbon (together), and fluxes of ammonium, nitrate, organic carbon, and oxygen (together). For tertiary denitrification, δ is given for bulk concentrations of nitrate, organic carbon, and methanol (together), and fluxes of nitrate, organic carbon, methanol, and di-nitrogen.
Note that for IFAS, the scale of the y-axis is different.
No simple recommendations for a generally applicable model calibration methodology can be suggested presently. However, sensitivity analyses have been demonstrated to be valuable, and can help with indentifying sensitive parameter subsets for biofilm model calibration. A local sensitivity analysis, however, should be carried out at different critical operating conditions (and potentially different locations within the wastewater treatment plant) as sensitivity of model predictions very much depends on environmental conditions (e.g. temperature) and treatment objectives (e.g. nitrification, denitrification).
